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Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey
New Members
Paid up Membership 163
Items for the Diary
Saturday 8th Oct.

Princes Mead

Friday 14th Oct.

Club turner

Sunday 30th Oct.

SAW Open Day

Friday 11th Nov.

Colwin Way

Sunday 20th Nov.

Hands on Day

Friday 9th Dec.

Xmas Special

Unfortunately due to a fault with our
amplifier she could not use a microphone
and could not be heard over the noise of
the other demonstrations. This meant that
she had to proceed on a one to one basis.
We hope to repeat the lesson on a future
evening.
In the front of the stage Arthur Martin was
making spoons and balls.
In the corner there was a lot of timber for
members to take away for a donation. This
had been given to the club by Eddie
Stevens and Peter Osborne. Many thanks
gentlemen. We raised the sum of £56.30.

August Evening
This was a practical evening. The
Competition was being judged on the stage
by Paul & Richard, with Bernie Walker was
looking after the paperwork..
We had a new demonstration this evening.
Richard’s wife Philippa was showing us
how to get the best photos of our work
using the new light tent the club has
bought.

Round the corner Mel Martin was
demonstrating how to make miniature
goblets etc.
Jim Gaines had a big model of a light
house on show. He was demonstrating how
to make a smaller version of the light
house.
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Next along the side wall was John
Sherwood using the Wivamac to make drop
rimmed bowl.

I showed everyone a modification I had
made to a jig shown to us by a previous
demonstrator . As you can see from the
photo I drilled a hole in from one of the
corners of the triangle to take a bolt. Along
the axis of that hole I cut a slot to take a nut
secured by thick super glue and saw dust.
Be careful not to get glue on the thread of
the bolt. This arrangement means that the
angle of the face to be sharpened can be
kept fixed while moving the jig over the
sharpening stone.

Competitions for Open Day 2011

Beyond the shop Peter was using the club
Warco to make a bottle stoppers out of
Alternative ivory in the form of a chess
castle.
After the tea break Colin was using the
Warco to show thread chasing. This was a
challenge as the slowest speed was
650rpm.

POINT TOOL JIG
I was using a point tool to shape the
Alternative Ivory.

The forms for the two competitions for
Open day are attached to the
newsletter. Please see the handbook for
information about the level you should
enter. Your current level is printed on
every attendance register. Please ask one
of the committee at club night if you are
still not clear or email Jennie Starbuck
or Paul Nesbitt. The judges for the
competition are Mark Baker and Chris
Eagles.
Members of SAW and Members of
participating clubs may enter one piece
for the Open Invitational competition. If
you are asked to represent the club by
putting a piece of your work on the SAW
Table-Top entry, it will be automatically
entered in the Open Invitational
Competition at no cost and you do not
have to fill in a form. Only one entry is
permitted per person so if you have a
piece on the table top, that is it! Jennie

A Day in the Woods
This took place for 12 lucky members on
3/4th September. I was not able to attend
but have been given reports for both days,
which are interesting from the different
literary styles. The report on the Saturday is
here. The one for Sunday will be in the next
newsletter.
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A day in the woods
Donald Bell, donald@marchland.org
From newly felled log to sets of chair legs, and even a cricket bat. Six of us spent an unforgettable
day with John Stinson in Crescent Wood just south of Guildford (and six more SAW people came
the next day)
John has about 10 acres of woodland, mostly oak and ash, and he often entertains small groups like
ours for woodwork and woodturning. For our visit he had set up three pole lathes and five draw
horses and there was a good supply of newly felled ash logs, about 600 mm long and 150mm
diameter.
To get some blanks for making chair legs, the first step is to split the log in two. With a sharp axe
and a big mallet, it is remarkably easy. Each half can then be split again into two or three wedge
shaped pieces.
The pole lathe is not like an electric lathe, where any old cross section can quickly be turned to a
cylinder, so it is a good idea to get the blank as near cylindrical as possible before you start. This is
where the draw horse comes in. You sit astride it and the blank is securely clamped in front of you,
so that you can pull a draw knife through the wood and cut off long thick shavings with great ease.
The wedge cross section quickly becomes hexagonal and then very nearly circular.
And, if you have time on your hands, why not get a nice big log and make a cricket bat – same idea,
just a bit more work.
Now for the pole lathe. The idea is that a rope goes from a springy branch above your head, round
the piece being turned and down to a foot operated treadle. The "headstock" and "tailstock" are
both sharpened 10mm bolts which press into a depression at each end of the blank (a bit like having
a pointed tailstock at each end).
The turning tools are the usual roughing gouge, spindle gouge and skew chisel, but they are just a
bit bigger. And operating that treadle is HARD WORK! Like being on a treadmill. How did the
"bodgers" of old do it for day after day I wonder
John showed us some of the things he had made, including beautifully finished chair legs with
traditional bead and cove decoration.. With some of his other groups he makes bows and arrows,
and the favourite woodwork project of young boys is the toy sword.
Our own efforts at pole turning were rather more primitive. Controlling the tool while standing on
one leg and pumping the other up and down turned out to be remarkably difficult. I really yearned
for a nice powerful three phase electric motor with variable speed to do the hard work.
Since there was no running water or electricity at the site, a few things were somewhat
unconventional. The trees and undergrowth sufficed for a "bathroom" and the camp fire,
continually replenished with logs and shavings, boiled the kettle for the all-important coffee. And
John's friend, Paul, arrived to make a delicious stew for lunch.
But it was a great day out – if another opportunity arises make sure you don't miss out. Just elbow
your way to the front of the queue. You won't regret it.
I took lots of pictures They are on the SAW web site. These are some taken by John Creasey
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RURAL LIFE 24/25th September
We now have a very slick team of helpers
who set up the lathes and party tent on the
Friday and dismantle it all on the Sunday.
As usual we all enjoyed ourselves and
because the sun brought out the crowds,
even sold some of our Items.
Because Paul had to be elsewhere on the
Saturday Morning, Rodney was asked to
start roughing out a Walnut bowl for him.
Although Harry Snelling at the show he
was in a different area demonstrating the
ancient craft of splitting chestnut to make
fencing pales which his Uncle used to do. I
have asked Harry to write an article about it
for the newsletter.
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WARCO 2011
Having just returned from a Scottish Coach
holiday, I was not able to be there on the
Saturday, when I understand there was a lot
of interest. The food that some of us had
gone for was missing, only a cold buffet with
salad and no selection of cheeses.

We had six lathes working on Saturday and
seven on the Sunday when I was there.
Jennie, Rodney, Paul, Richard , Colin, Phyl
was Demonstrating the large Warco lathe
and sold one to one of our members. The
usual small traction engines and the steam
car were working along with the model
railway. Most of the models I had seen
before. There did not appear to be any new
items. Of course it must take a lot longer to
make a model steam engine than for us to
turn a wooden object. We all enjoyed
ourselves and must have a good routine as
we packed up in record time.

A picture of Richard similar to this was
taken by the Aldershot News at Rural Life.

September Evening
Jennie at Warco
Because I was away on holiday Robert
Grant provided the write up and John
Creasy took the photos of Jason. My
thanks
to
both
of
them.

t
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Jason Breach, Friday 9th September.
This was Jason’s second visit to the club, this time he was demonstrating turning a square box with
upturned wings and upturned feet which has become a bit of a trademark for him now. Jason
started with a piece of 3” square Acacia, he took time to explain that the blank needs to be dry and
ideally a close grained wood, this is relevant for all boxes as you want to minimise movement in the
join of the lid and base but especially important for a winged variation as the thin-ness of the wings
needs the stability.
Jason had prepared the blank on the bandsaw by cutting at the lid join point down to an inch
diameter, this was instead of using the parting tool to part of the lid section as he uses a very narrow
parting tool and it is prone to catching, he mounted the blank between centres, turned chucking
points on both ends and then finished off using a Japanese saw to cut through the remaining inch.
Jason then mounted the lid section in the chuck; he noted that you can see the ghosting effect
where the solid round core of the blank becomes ghost like at the square points.
A ¼” spindle gouge was then used to open out the lid inside, a pulling cut for fast removal of wood
then a finishing bevel supported push cut. Jason then used an Ashley Isles fluted beading tool to add
some detail to the inside of the lid before using a home made negative rake scraper to create a clean
sand-able finish.
To protect the edges Jason sanded at a very high speed, noting to take care not to catch the edges
with your fingers, sanding from 120 grit to 400 grit, then applying sanding sealer, diluted to 50% to
give a reasonable working time. Brush on and then wipe off the excess. He then finished with a
microcrystalline wax.
Jason then mounted the base in the chuck, took the internal lid measurement using verniers and
transferred them to the base, again noting to turn at a high speed to maintain the edges. He turned
to round where the edges were not needed to make it easier to turn the bulk of the base then took
care to reduce the diameter of the top to give a tight fit to the lid; Jason prefers to get the lid/ base
fit done before removing material from the inside or starting the outside shape.
Jason wetted the wood on the base to expand the fibres, then pushed the lid on tight, he then
started to turn the outside shape of the lid & base, he did not bring up the tailstock, the tightness of
the lid fit was strong enough to hold the lid in place, this has the benefit of giving easy access for
finial work.
Finishing of the wings on the lid was achieved using the negative rake scraper and again adding
detail using the fluted beading tool, he did not sand the lid as this would create heat and could
damage the tight fitting of the lid.
He then moved on to finishing the base, using a number of un-handled skew chisels to refine the
shape and create the base and bottom wings, he also used his skew as a scraper to get a sand-able
finish.
He then removed the lid and moved on to hollowing out the base, he started by using the spindle
gouge to remove a bulk of wood then transferred to a round tip scraper head on a handled goose
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Wood Dust and Words – The Ramblings of a Chairman
SAW is a busy club, at the time of writing this article we have just finished WARCO,
and The Rural Life weekends and Paul is planning the Princess Mead event. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank the organisers, stewards, and demonstrators of
these events.
The SAW Open day is Sunday 30th October tickets will be on sale at the club at the
October club night at the club admin table at the back of the hall. Entry forms for the
club competitions are at the back of the newsletter please follow the instructions on
the form.
The Open on October 30th will be a show with Chris Eagles, and Mark Baker being
the demonstrating professional turners, trade stands from Axminster, John Davis,
Phil Irons, Simon Hopes, Surrey Timbers, and P & D turners to name a few.
Hands on Day is the 20th These are training days for SAW members where we can
look at specific areas with you. The days are a stage or two up from the SAW
mentoring sessions and are also a great fun time. Interested please get your name
on the list as soon as possible.
We have set up an evening session on Friday 25th November for competition and
judge training. We are looking for people interested in becoming competition judges.
However the evening is open to all as it will be a good insight into how work pieces
are marked.
I have just received a letter from last year’s Christmas charity who have now sold all
the turned items that were donated by SAW members. The Riding for Disabled
thanked all of us for donating items which they used to raise £255.33. If you have
any ideas for this year’s charity please contact me with the name of the charity and a
brief summary of what they do.
It looks as if Ally Pally Woodworking Show will not run in 2012 so the club is looking
to have a presence at the Southern Wood Work Show at Kent County Show Ground.
Last year the exhibition hall was unfinished and we expect that the show will be
bigger with more stands and exhibiters. We are presently looking at the possibility of
putting a coach or a mini bus on for the show and would like to start to look at the
feasibility of these. If you are interested please put your name on the list on the club
table. More information on the Southern Show can be found at www.nelton.co.uk
The club facebook page is still active and recent comments have been items for
sale, which are now on the for sale section of the newsletter, photos of people work
and a large selection of photographs from Donald Bell from the Saturday of the day
in the woods.

Gremlins have attacked the layout of this Newsletter. I am sorry
but It will need to await the return of my son from holiday to put
the matters right.
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